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An honest friend recently informed me that she
could see no art in the horrible paint messes that
children are allowed to smear on paper. Few there
are who do not agree with her, especially after a
siege of paint removing from a small gown or suit.
Because I so strongly believe that these water-
color scrawls and smudges should have a definite
place in the growing-up process of childhood, I have
made the study presented in this thesis.
First of all, what is art? Is it a finished
product of some certain genius whom the best author-
ities call an artist? No. "Genius is unsatisfac-
tory in telling us the meaning of art. If we assert
that works of art are significant as the results of
genius, we cannot explain works which are beautiful--
and not the works of genius .. .even the works of gen-
ius are sometimes masterpieces, sometimes not."^
Does the quality lie in the work itself in relation
to recognized standards of achievement? Perhaps it
must embody all the laws of rhythm, balance, harmony,
design, and color. Or is it simply one form of com-
munication to be judged on its ability to say something?
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2Let us see how a few critics have defined art.
Mary Mullens says: "Art is a record of experience
(p and education in art consists in an application of
a method that takes into account both the attributes
of the artist and the student,”^ From Havelock Ellis
we have: "The artist acts: he makes us see. He
brings the world before us, not on the plane of covet-
ouffress..., but on the plane of representation. . .By
revealing the spectacular character of reality he re-
2
stores the serenity of its innocence." Buermeyer
describes: "Art is the expression of emotions, which
sees the object with its significant terms or quali-
ties laid bare." Again he says, "The real purpose of
3
art: to make human nature intelligible to itself,”
Too often we think of art as something remote, a high-
ly specialized skill. That is natural as long as we
are seeing only the surface of the canvas. When we
learn to look at art as purposeful expression of the
artist, we are then aware of some degree, either of
clarity or of obscurity in his mental perceptions.
In other words, the message is well told or poorly
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The small child^s mental processes are much of
the time concerned with the learning of motor activ-
ities. He is also experimenting with his environment,
physical objects, social relations, and emotional re-
actions. He wishes to try out the world about him.
He may as naturally express his reactions in drawing
as in speech. In the beginning there have to be many
random marks and also many meaningless sounds. Both
involve years of practice and pass through various
stages before confusion gives way to clear conceptions.
In this thesis I shall present first, the stages
in the art of drawing which, if children were machines,
would be passed through in logical order. As it is,
some skip one stage and others revert to a previous one
Since children are individuals with totally different
make-ups, they never reach these stages in exactly the
same order, or remain in them for the same length of
time
.
Next I have made a review of the literature in
this field. It shows that little has been written con-
cerning the nursery ages, and that comparatively few
books have been published on art for slightly older
children. On the other hand, it seems to be a subject
growing in popular interest, if we take for evidence
the numbers of periodical articles that have come out
on this subject within the last five or ten years.
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of art training during the early school years. After
a review of the most significant of them, I shall try
to show how they carry out certain theories and practi-
ces, which can be adapted equally well to two year or
forty-year old pupils.
The colored drawings of a group of sixteen nur-
sery children from two to five years of age give us
some further data. These, I believe, may be consid-
ered to represent average results for these ages. In
this section I shall set forth the procedure for
"painting,” as we boldly term our drawings, with poster
colors and brushes, and shall discuss in detail the
methods for reading these drawings*
' Possibly histories of each child will give the
clearest idea of the differences in art expression in
relation to other personality traits. No finished
drawing can be fully read without some understanding of
the mental and emotional reactions in back of it. In
the crude graphic language of pre-school children, this
is particularly true.
This study will attempt to show a proper evalua-
tion and interpretation of art expression in nursery
schools
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Stages in the Development of Expression
in Drawing
I
There are these four stages of drawing: (1)
scribble, (2) symbolic, (3) realistic, and (4) ar-
tistic.^ The following interpretations of these
terms were reached after cataloging a set of draw-
ings by nursery school children and studying their
2
different types.
Scribbling is supposedly a purely manipulative
process with the entire interest settled on the mechan-
ical activity. Such drawing is for the fun of draw-
ing just as a boy skates for the fun of skating.
There may be added, nevertheless, other purposes for
drawing in this i^eriod. There is certainly a strong
emotional satisfaction in the handling of colors and
transferring them from a jar to a sheet of paper.
Most children have definite preferences in color se-
lection: some choosing the same hue or hues day
after day, others constantly changing their combin-
ations. A chance form fascinates some so much that
they repeat the mark until unconsciously a pattern
has been designed. At this stage, there is a decid-
ed difference in the types of lines used by the
1. Terms were suggested by F. L. Staples, Director
of the Commission on Arts and Crafts for the
State of New Hampshire.
2. See Pages 38-42.
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various children. A teacher may often distinguish
drawings from a group of scribblers by the tj'-pe of
lines which each consistently uses.
Some art teachers say that the paint, brush,
and paper should be presented to the child with-
out directions. Let him experiment with both handle
and brush ends if he wishes. Others insist that they
should be taught to drain the brush on the side of
the glass to prevent unwanted drippings, and to avoid
scrubbing" which only ruins the brush and wears
holes in the paper, by telling them to paint gently
and dip frequently. There is a real danger in cor-
recting the method in which the brush is held or
used, because the child with a forceful, confident
stroke may develop hesitant, uncertain lines. The
conflict here between inherent reaction to paint
and brush and the necessary training for the care
of equipment must be settled by the teacher’s judg-
ment in each particular situation.
Between the scribble and symbolic stages
there is an overlapping period which becomes decid-
edly symbolic as the following characteristics are
emphasized. The scribble is tagged. Any name will
do; whatever comes into his mind at the moment or
at another child’s suggestion. This tag may be
changed in a minute, an hour, or over night; again
he may find somehow an association between the name
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and his colored drawing which clings even after a
v/eek or month. Usually there is an interest in an-
swering the questions of his peers with assured
understanding. ”Is that a dog?” ”Yes, there’s his
head and his tail is here.” The same type of an-
swer would have been forthcoming if interrogated
about any other familiar animal or object in refer-
ence to the same picture. This is really imitating
the replies of his more advanced companions. Per-
haps he will next be watching a friend paint a fence
and decide to make one like it, although his finish-
ed picture has no apparent likeness to the original.
It is not unusual for a v;hole class to follow the
example of some one child-leader when he suggests a
specific topic for his picture. If this one names
his picture project a fence, the rest paint fences.
In order of development of these stages is a
little more consistent than the age limits. The
symbolic period may hold sway for any length of time
between cne.and one' half and five years. There should
be arranged, by extra effort if necessary, oppor-
tunities for the child to draw all he wishes to at
this time. This is really the most important stage
for the child, and if there are no fears or inhibi-
tions, his mind has very much the same mental set as
the artist’s. He has that much desired quality of
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all expression, originality, and his brain is teeming
with pictures and ideas. Kis imagination is finding
a satisfactory symbol between the world as he knows
it and the colored drawings of his own creation. It
is no longer a tagged scribble but is descriptive
writing itself. Sometimes the observer fails to find
the symbol until it is revealed through questioning.
A circle has been knovm to represent "my house," be-
cause it was the door knob, which opened the way to
all the familiar things of home. In like manner a
group of squares with dots in them turns into a rose
garden with its intersecting paths.
By basing all coimaents on the grounds of the
picture telling a story, the tendency to hasten
realism is avoided. One child who was trying to
copy the letters and lines of letter-writing remarked,
"My picture tells a story in writing." Thus the em-
phasis was placed on the symbol rather than the achieve-
ment of an adult copy. It
,
is necessary to encourage
imaginative expression constantly, because the oncom-
ing realistic period tends to crush it, although this
evil is by no means an essential concomitant. Let-
ting the children read each otherfs drawings, which
they eagerly do with critical curiosity, is an ex-
cellent way to stir imaginative interests.
In realistic art there is a factual accent.
Distinguishing selected points must be entirely
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representative of the subject drawn. There are less
walking houses, orange elephants, and purple shoes
without shoestrings. Sky and land are no longer
separated by wide margins but meet properly at an
horizon.
The child is especially sensitive now to the
standards of adult friends and relatives. He would
rather do something which looks real to them than
play with symbols. He tends to doubt his reproduc-
ing ability and says, ”I can’t make an automobile.
Draw me an automobile.” V/hen drawing on request it
is necessary to keep the picture only a notch above
his own level; keeping it as nearly like his as
possible with the addition of only that for which
he has asked. It is even better to find out the
weak spots in his mental image of an automobile by
questioning, showing him pictures, toy cars, and the
real article.
Nearly all children have been taught to copy at
home and the habit cannot be broken so easily as sii4-
ply saying, ”No, we never copy at Nursery School.”
There are rare cases where fear of painting without a
copy crutch overwhelms the child and he completely
loses all taste for the art. With one child under
my care, it proved satisfactory to allow him to copy
at will with little notice, and to show pleasure at
any slight original effort in conveying a thought
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with the brush. He gradually lost interest in mere
copying by the process of fixing his mind on the
story he was telling instead of drawing something
to show off. As long as the attention is focused
on imitation, it cannot be concerned with a lanr
guage expression. The child is naturally more in-
terested in the action and feelings of things than
in the way they look. In the realistic stage the
former must be emphasized more than the latter.
Growth in the realistic stage should show
progress in drawing both imaginative and informa-
tive subjects, as the results of more careful ob-
servation, clearer thinking, and better discrimi-
nation.
The fourth and last stage of drawing is the
artistic. This is a perfected integration of real-
ism and symbolism. Experience in art expression
aids the layman in understanding this superior
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Review of the Literature in the Field
of Creative Art
In the progressive schools both here and abroad
the value of creative art is being recognized. The
methods of 'approach in teaching this creative art
are nearly as varied as the numbers of schools, but
all agree that through the stirring of the creative
ability a more complete living and happiness may be
attained.
"The creative spirit is another heart; it. will
keep us alive as we give it a chance to beat for
us; it may be stilled, but there is then no more
life."^
In art as in other educational fields natural
creative impulses are being used. The system is
an experimental state but the results are worthy
of serious consideration. There is no one assured
technique although certain generalizations are
crystallizing. One such generalization is that
school life should be free from arrogant author-
ities and teachers should be guides who are learn-
ing about children, their natures, their desires,
interests, and emotions rather than being certain
1. Hartman, C. 8c Schumaker, A.: Creative Expression
Page 18.
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about them. Another one is that the school eviron-
ment should be rich in suggesting material for crea-
tive impulses.
Rugg says that standardization may be sought
for in science, but in art it is a failure, unless
the goals are merely a knowledge about the history
of art, mechanical technique, and skill in produc-
ing form. He claims that creative self-expression
and adaptation to one^s environment are suplemen-
tary to each other. For the purpose of integrating
these two phases of the personality the curriculum
must furnish firstly, materials and activities
through which some understanding can be successfully
acquired, and secondly, a continuous stream of crea-
tive activities, wherein there is opportunity for
1
invention or the making of something new.
Creative drawing is only one division of all
creative art; modelling, soap sculpturing, block
printing, crayoning, paper cutting, embroidery,
wood-working, painting, sewing, leather tooling,
weaving, carpentry, jewelry making, stenciling, dye-
ing, etc. That which applies to any one of these
is naturally related to the others.
In the section devoted to art in the book called
2Creative Expression there are twelve articles
1. Rugg, H. and Shumaker, A.: Child -Centered School .
Pages 227-244.
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reprinted from the Progressive Education magazine.
These are by the foremost art teachers of the day
and give an insight into the various attitudes and
practices
•
Hughes Mearns in "The Creative Spirit and Its
1
Significance for Education” says the teacher must
know enough to entice the children into the right
road. They are often too easily satisfied with
their work. They need professional skill to keep
the growth of the creative impulse nourished.
Children do good and bad v/ork and if no one sug-
gests they may never grow in taste, in discrimi-
nating art judgment.
In the other extreme, Mr. Correthers in ”The
Development of Creative Impulses in Art Classes”^
presents his ideas. He believes that the modern
child is surfeited v/ith pictures, books, museums,
etc., and when trying to be original can only give
weak echoes of his made-to-order existence. To
interest the sophisticated child, something new
must be introduced. He would suggest color patterns
and living forms to be judged on their sincerity
and truthfulness. Titles like "Sleep,” "Depth,”
"Kindness," "Fear,” "Feelings" and other abstract
subjects are suggested in a discussion at the
1. Hartman, G. and Shumaker, A.: Creative Express -
ion . Pages 13-2E.
E. Ibid. Pages E3-E7.
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beginning of each lesson. From the early mingling
of colors to a later interest in form, he has found
the children delightfully spontaneous in realizing
the joy of creation.
Mr. Correthers goes so far as to discard all
story-pictures, (told better in books), flower re-
productions, (more attractive in the garden), rhyth'
mic paintings (better in the orchestra), and land-
scape drawings, (superior from a car window).
Elizabeth Byrne Fern in "Creative Work at the
Modern School"^arrives at conclusions which might
be called typical of another school of thought.
She regards creative work as a distinct, pure re-
flection of the inner life of the child. There
must be no external stimuli, no art talks, walks,
or pictures. The rooms are unattractive workshops
and any esthetic influence would be indirect as
sunlight through the window or the tree outside.
If the surroundings are perfected, she feels there
is no place for the children’s crude efforts and
the spiritual value of self-expression becomes ob-
scured. "An unhampered child is always self-active
and self-creative. Outside suggestion interrupts
2
or retards the work of the self-active child."
Florence Cane in her chapter on "Art in the
1. Hartman, G. and Shumaker, A.: Creative Expression .
Pages 36-40.
2. Ibid. Page 37.
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Life of the Child”^ declares that from the second
until the tenth year children should draw, paint,
model, at will Just as they play with toys or
blocks. They should be taught only practical de-
tails as the needs of dipping the paint brush,
changing the water, and starting work on the upper
part of the paper first to avoid smearing. Around
the tenth year children become self-critical and
then need the teacher’s help, but she must see
that technique doesn’t rob the imagination. ’’Form
is a man’s language for expressing his spirit and
if the spirit slips away the form is empty and dead.”
Infinite labor may be required in later work, but
unless it is related to play, it is not art.
At no age would this writer lessen self-help,
but by questioning draw out self-criticism. She
says, ’’Teachers who are strong, clear, and still
enough can search always for the child’s deepest
center and assist him in drawing from that ever-
3
living well.”
The clearest interpretation of art freedom is
given by Ellen Vf. Steele in "Freeing the Child
4
Through Art.” "Freedom for the individual is a
relationship between himself and other people.
1. Hartman, G. and Shumaker, A.: Creative Expression .
2. Ibid. Page 44. ^Oigea 43-50.
3. Ibid. Page 49.
4. Ibid. Pages 51-59.
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between the development of his pov/ers so that he
expresses himself through them and the place his
expression takes in the group. ...Art expression
is valued and appreciated by the group.
She, too, feels that a program of non-inter-
ference is better for the younger child, whereas
a child of eight or nine asks "How" because his
ideas get ahead of his technique. An adequate meth-
od of handling this circumstance is a two-fold en-
richment: first, of the child’s experiences, that
he may have ideas that seem within his scope; and
second, that he may live in a situation v;here these
are greatly valued. History is a help when dramatic -
ring the lives of other times. Under this teacher’s
guidance, valuable lessons came to her class in de-
picting a ’’Harvest Festival of the Greeks.” The
emphasis lay on each child’s learning to attack his
ovm art problem and technique. Through art every
child can have, not only the joy of doing the
thing, but also the experience by which he can see
more deeply into the art expression of others.
The other articles in Creative Expression in
the department allotted to art overlap these already
reviewed or else deal v;ith specialized subjects such
1. Hartman, G. and Shumaker, A.: Creative Expression.
Page 49.
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as block prints and maps.
Woodbury and Perkins have written a text book^
of practical value not only to the would-be artist
but to the layman in every field. It is applicable
to the child-drawer, the language student, or the
scientist. The secret lies in its method of develop-
ing observational powers so that important factors
may be grasped in any language or art of life. The
road it marks for the reader to follow is not an
easy one. To get results, persistent practice is
essential, both for a criterion of progress and for
growth of an understanding observation.
It tries to get away from the over-literary in-
tellectual mind, going back to originals and express-
ing them personally, thus incorporating the other-
wise dormant individuality. The crudeness of expree-
sicns is not the test, but the awareness of what has
been seen by the mind as well as by the eye.
Specifically, the plan of attack begins with es-
tablishing a firm, true line, by the "line stories”.
Children love these for they signify action and
drama, which they alone can tell on the board. For
example: John is here (marking a dot) and Paul is
here (marking another dot). Make a ball roll quickly
between them. A child draws the line. Soon they use
the line action figures, drawing from experience. A
1. ‘Woodbury, C. and Perkins, E. : The Art of Seeing .
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running figure is drawn after first watching them-
selves and others run. Then they notice how at a
distance the figure looks smaller and hence comes
perspective. Memory drawing is emphasized at all
points because if the object is to be removed the
mind during observation is more attentive to grip-
ping the whole than to looking at separate details.
In like manner, each step in representation, design,
and color is so worked out that the student can per-
sonally see the meaning of the order and skill of
this graphic language.
Probably few schools in the country are without
copies of the art work done by the pupils of Frantz
Cizek in Vienna. These children come to him with
only average ability and as the average child with
his creative impulse stifled within him. Promptly
in Cizek’ s own words, ”1 take off the lid where the
other art masters clap the lid on--that is the only
difference.”^ Again, ”I never tell a child what he
or she is to do; each one must find out for himself.
I tell a child what possibilities there are for
working out his theme, but technically they are
shown nothing that serves as a model. What they find
2
out for themselves, they never forget.”
Thomas Munro has made a thorough, critical study
of the free expression method with particular emphasis
1. Rugg, H. and Schumaker, A.: The Child-Centered
School. Page 229.
2. Lemog, Pedro J. : ’’The Cizek Exhibition”, School
Arts Magazine . 25:214-216 (December, 192'51
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on that of Frantz Cizek. In Cizek^s school, the
Vienna School of Arts and Crafts, there is a great
opportunity for the child to look at the world and
to experiment in congenial ways of expressing him-
self with some artistic medium. Cizek welcomes
foreign visitors and is very clear in explaining
his views to them. Munro describes him after per-
sonally visiting his school as, "A man to command
respect; assured, quiet and intent in manner,
strikes one as an intelligent enthusiast, quite
confident that the road he has mapped out is the
best one...A teacher, not a politician. . .The out-
side world honored him more."^ Munro found it
delightful to watch the small workroom with some
fifty boys and girls from seven to fifteen years,
all animated in their work. The products were all
about, carved wood friezes, unconventional scenes
in broad areas of pure color, and all more or less
identical with those printed and exhibited in color.
This striking similarity caused the writer a few
vague doubts. ”Was this the spontaneous personal
2
expression of the students?" A word with Prof.
Cizek and his assistant revealed devout confidence
that the work was uninfluenced. He moved quietly
1. Munro, T. : "Frantz Cizek and the Free Express-
ion Method." Vol. 1, 3:36-41 (October, 1925)
2. Ibid. Page 37.
3. Ibid. Page 38.
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from bench to bench, giving no directions or
authoritative Judgments, nov/ and then proposing a
problem or dropping some half-humorous encouraging
remarks
.
The children never see outside work of art and
are discouraged from visiting museums as expressions
%
of other ages. Only the older ones are advised to
see modernists* and cubists* works to learn the
spirit of the present age. These advanced pupils
have some definite pressure but their abstract
products show a marked resemblance to the children* s.
Munro deduced that, **Try as he (any teacher)
may to help children to be natural, he can only
encourage his own conception of what children ought
to do.**^ Pupils look for praise, pleased facial
expressions, and they imitate each other and pic-
tures on the wall all quite naturally. Any active
and curious child is bound to be influenced by current
art ouftside the school, shop windows, and posters.
The Austrian child sees brightly decorative peasant
costumes and also gayly painted and carved wooden
boxes and furniture.
The ideal of purity of the child* s imagination
1. Munro, T.: "Frantz-Cizek and the Free Express-
ion Method.'* Journal of the Barnes Foundation.
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is impossible and intimates false psychology. There
is a certain affect in the persistent attempt to shut
out influences. The child sees only the bad examples
of street and contemporaries while losing the great
traditions of the past and the best work of the
present.
Munro observed that the effect was gradual. The
younger had original and appealing designs; the older
tended to be conventional, weak in form. Perhaps the
most significant results are; first, older children
drop out of class; and second, ’’After twenty years of
existence no prominent artist can be named who had
1
t.-
received his early training at Cizek’s school.” nis
answer to this disheartening failure of developing
precocious talents revolve around economic pressure,
college, and vocational training. This is often true
but could it have been always? When art is regarded
as fooling around and gives no chance to learn some-
thing and get somewhere, it is because the art class
does not give something sufficiently substantial and
intellectual.
The free expression method hence is restrictive
because it does not present a sufficient variety of
artistic forms and techniques. On the other hand,
Munro says that the old academic method tends to be
restrictive not as supposed because it imparts
1. Munro, T. ; ’’Frantz-Cizek and the Free Expression
Method." Journal of the Barnes Foundation.
Vol, 1, 3:38. (October, 1925)
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traditions, "but because "it imparts too few (Greek,
Florentine, and Dutch) which seem to have absolute
authority,"^ With a broad study of traditions
original choice and reorganization is almost un-
avoidable. This last method "provides the student
with the artistic heritage of the pest, without
which his interest in art materials cannot be long
8
sustained, nor his use of them mature or rational."
In considering the (Questions raised by Munro,
John Dewey writes on "Individuality and Experience."
A younger child becomes happy in developing from
within but an older child may be listless and fi--
naHy bored. They want the regulation of ideas and
rules of the more experienced. "There are two main
things to keep in mind in regard to children’s art
training, (1) let them undertake wliatever medium
they wish for its own sake, and (3) wait for the
growth of their perception of the relation of any
selected means to its conseiiuences.""^ With this
second attainment, there naturally follows on the
basis of having found a meaning in skill, voluntary
practice and an acquisition of technique. Beware,
continues the writer, of fixed styles. "Authori-
ties of art limit personal powers not only in
1. Munro, T.: "Frantz Cizek and the Free Expression
Method." Journal of Barnes Fou ndat ion . Vol. I,
3:40.
2. Ibid. "Page 40.
3. Dewey, John: "Individuality and Experience."
Journal of Barnes Foundation. Vol. II, 1 : 1-7
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technical skill, hut what is more important, the
powers of observation, imagination, and the g^pre-
ciations will be warped to conform to one pre-
1
ferred style."
Dewey names the method "stupid" that surrounds
students with materials and allows them to respond
according to their own desires. The teacher must
know his pupils' needs, experiences, and degree of
skill and so be able to share in a discussion as
to what is to be done and feel free to make sug-
gestions. An immature person's end is vague, un-
formed, whereas a teacher's suggestion should
assist in building up a clear and organized con-
ception of an end. "In full sense of the word (end)
a person becomes aware of what he wants to do and
what he is about to do only when the work is ac-
tually complete. If the teacher imposes alien stan-
dards, it is because he is so narrow and fixed in
2his imagination and sympathy."
"Freedom or individuality, in short, is not an
original possession or gift. It is something to be
achieved, to be wrought out. Suggestions as to skill
and methods of operation are indispensable conditions
of its achievement. They must come from a s^rmpathetic
guide and discriminator of what has been done in the
1. Dewey, John: "Individuality and Experience."
Journal of Barnes Foundation
. Vol. II, 1:3
(January, 1986)
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2
In 1930 Milton Bird wrote a theals on Studying
Aesthetics which has since "been published. In the
section devoted to drawing, he says it has long been
recognized that the psychological performance of
drawing by a child is very different from that by an
adult. This difference is well expressed in the fre-
quently quoted statement that "the child draws what
he knows rather than what he sees.”
Clark^ found that only in the upper grades did
the model serve for any other purpose than giving
the cue for the idea. Little children were little
affected by the presence or absence of a model.
Much has been written on the relationship be-
tween the drawings of modem children and those of
primitive man. (C. H. Luquet and Van Gennep).
These were based largely on the now discarded
theory of recapitulation.
Bird devotes Chapter 8 to Intelligence and
Drawing. This is complex to measure, where tech-
nique alone is not a sufficient test. If the
task of a painter were merely to combine lines and
colors according to rules, he would be an artisa^n,
1. Dewey, John: "Individuality and Experience.”
Journal of Barnes Foundat ion . Vol. II, 1:6.




3. Barnes, A. C.: nThe Child’s Attitude Toward
Perspective Problems.” Barnes Studies of
Educati on
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but not an artist. These are tools and the important
thing is what is done Tdth them.
Art is a form of communication as Hyguist points
out.^ In speaking of the aims of art, "The modern
elementary curriculum will recognize in current ob-
jectives of art education the aim of communication,
the usage of pictorial and plastic art as means of
Informational and imaginative expression. ..Drawing
and coloring, both free-hand and mechanical are
therefore to be regarded as tools, as the technique
of a langiiage for expressing ideas more effectively
than the same ideas can be expressed in words."
A good artist not only has something to say,
but he must use considerable effort as to how it
can best be s aid.
From the totality of his findings on drawing,
2
Bird concludes with five points:
(1) In young children a close relationship is
apparent between concept development as
shown in drawing and general intelligence.
(8) Drawing to a child is primarily a language
rather than a means of creating beauty
(which could be communicated)
(3) The order of development in drawing is
remarkedly constant.
(4) Drawings made by subnormal children re-
1. Kyquist, F. V.: Art Education in Elerasntary
Schools
. Page 2lT
8. The following is not an exact quotation but
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semble those of younger one’s in lack of detail and
defective sense of proportion. They often show
qualitative differences, however, comhinlng very
primitive with rather mature characteristics.
(5) Children of inferior mental ability sometimes copy
well, hut rarely do good original work. Conversely,
a child who shows real creative ability in art is
likely to rank high in general mental ability.
The information on color offered severed signif-
icant points. Small children prefer stimulating
colors such as red, yellow, and white, but after
nine years blue is commonly the first choice. Dark
or heavier colors are more popular; hence red is
preferable to g reen. The younger child often works
with color associations. If he begins with a red
he keeps to the warm colors, continuing with an
orange or yellow.
In June, 1931, the School Arts Magazine^ pub-
lished **7rhat the Psychologist Offers to Color Study,"
The only primal and distinct color sensations have
inherent color names, red, yellow, green, and blue.
The exact manner in Thich these coj-ors are expe-
raenced and Just how they a re received as stimula-
tion by the eye are factors not clearly understood.
This sense of color is the only sense which demands
guesswork. It is known, however, that red and green
1. Birren, Faber, "What Psychologist Offers to
Color Study" School Arts Magazine
. 30:684
(June, 1931)
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have the most advanced hue sensations in the cone
of the eye and are the first to decay in visual
defects. There is a type of eyesight, called rod-
vision in which no colors, only shades are discern-
ible, rare in people. This is common to animals
as the cat and all night prowling creatures,
Brown^ made a comprehensive study of children’s
drawings in 1897, His subjects had all seen draw-
ings before they began to draw themselves. They had
scribbled in imitation of elders’ writing before
they made any attempt at drawing. Their early in-
terests lay in pictorial representation, beginning
with lines rather than light and shade.
He believed that children’s drawings did not
fairly represent their mental images because they
lacked muscular coordination and the mastery of
technique. Copying frequently seemed to them a
solution for increasing freedom and confidence in
drawing. Of course these conclusions have long
since proved invalid.
A more recent and valuable study has been ren-
dered by Stella McCarty ^ in her thesis, ’’Children’s
Drawings.” She states that whether a child draws
from a model or a mental image, he needs to have
1. ;.rown, E, E.: ’’Notes on Children’s Drawings,”
California Publications
,
Vol. II, 1:3-75 (1897)
2, McCarty, Stella: Children’s Drawings
. (1926)
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vital experience.
Perspective, she finds, is wholly foreign to
his interests but at the fourth year he shows some
use of balance and proportion. Although drawing
has some correlation with general intelligence,
McCarty says it is a less reliable indicator under
four years.
H. T. Lukens^ compiled a study of children's
drav;ings based on drawings from children two and
one half to sixteen years. His outline of the


















4. Repeats words and sounds. 4. Copies from others,
gets effect of lines
5. Uses words to express. 5. Picture writing,
illustrated stories.







H.T.: ”A Study of Children’s Drawings in the
Early Years.” Pedi-':ogical Seiainary, 4:79-110
(1896-1897)
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Sargent and Miller ^wrote a book a step
ahead of the average copy-book drawing text. It
advocates a systematic graphic vocabulary, birds,
plants, etc., to be accumulated in logical order.
They felt this need because their experience with
industrious drawing from objects without some sort
of study and practice had not proved an effective
way of learning to represent them.
No free hand work was permitted until after
numerous tracings and cuttings of the desired ob-
ject had been accomplished. Perhaps the redeeming
feature of this didactic method is that they must
have an interest in telling something (the necessary
motive for all good drawings).
2
Todd is another advocate of copying, tracing,
and cutting out. He spends the first five weeks in
his younger classes teaching the pupils how to draw
Peter Rabbit in one position. He makes his own
criticism that there is danger in making pupils an
expert in one thing so that they are hindered from
making free drawings, yet he continues his system.
Mealy'-^in ’’Beginnings of Child Art” encourages
realism in the youngest workers and seemingly
teaches them to distrust their own ability and lean
on hers.
1. Sargent, W. and tiller, E.: How Children Learn
to Draw .
2. Todd, J.: ’’Drawing for Children.” School Arts
Magazine
,
Vol. 25:216-22 (December, 1925)
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She calls it "seeing possibilities in the crud-
est scribble.”^ If there are dots, she would make
them into flowers and draw a basket for the child to
fill in. When green mass paint is presented she
suggests lawns or leaves and helps to trace and cut
out the latter from it. If the mass was yellow, a
star could be cut out and pasted on a blue mass for
the sky. These might work out well as hints but her
method sounds more like an imposition of ideas.
pOn the other hand, R. Alice Drought^ says that
the only realism to encourage is that which is real
to the child, rier major objective is individual
self-expression. She includes in her procedure an
environment of good art in order to stimulate and in-
still a sense of appreciation. The creative approach
to the different arts changes with the requirements
of the individual pupils. They are equipped to
create but are not allowed to specialize to the ex-
clusion of other fields of art.
Eugenia Eckford wrote a book describing fasci-
nating approaches to a dozen kinds of art. Each
chapter is a delightful child* s story presenting at
the same time exact instructions, which can be easily
followed with satisfactory results in some realm of
art, pottery, wood-cutting, etc.




2. Drought, R.: "The Wisconsin School of Creative
Arts.” School Arts Magazine
,
30:595-7 (May, 1931)
3. Eckford, E. : V/onder Windows .
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One final contribution of creative activity is
to the field of mental hygiene. In an article en-
titled "Creative Sanity" Boris Blai^ "the Oaklane
Country Day Schools makes a sweeping statement. He
says that if all school children could have an oppor-
tunity to do creative work with their hands, it
would be unnecessary to build any more asylums. He
would not encourage them as potential artists, but
simply for the sake of undertaking creative work.
It is not until you have experimented with your own
hands that you can really see the work of others and
appreciate the quality of its technique,
o
Lembke made a study on drawings of pupils who
were characterized by their teachers as bold or shy.
He found that shy pupils use combinations of compli-
mentary colors and prefer the brightest for the major
field. Bold pupils select non-complimentary colors
and have the major surfaces darker, violet and brown
being the most popular.
K. E. Appel‘S discovered that childrens* drawings
could be made an aid in the understanding of person-
ality studies. He uses them as a method for gaining
the confidences of the children.




2. Lembke, W, : "Uber Zerchunungen von ’frechen’
und ’ schuchternen’ Schulkendern. " Review by
Spencer, J . "Psychological Abstract, Vol. V, Page
168 (1931)
3. Appel, K. E. : "Drawings by Children as an Aid
to Personality Study." American ^journal of
Orthopsycheatry
,
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If the problem Is related to their families, he has
them draw members of the family, their homes, etc,,
from memory and along with skilful questioning, the
difficulties are brought to the surface.
This review of recent art literature shows the
marked emphasis which present day art leaders place
on the value of personal art. They would have it a
means of completing the total life experiences, both
as an every-day kind of expression and also as an
interpretation of the rare understandings of the true
artist
•
It is 3 l^nificant that on the one hand Correthers^
with his theory of directing modern children’s interests
in portraying abstract ideas, and on the other hand,
2
Cizek with his ideal of non-interference in children's
art work both get the results they expect and believe
them to be the natural outcome of freed emotions and
imaginations. In spite of the evident yet uninten-
tional influence of these leaders, it shows at least
that there is an earnest desire not to limit personal
powers or to be restricted to conformed styles.
There are other art teachers who feel that the
guidance in art should follow an orderly procedure which
1. Hartman, G. and Shumaker, A.: Creative Expression .
Page 23.
2. Munro, T.j "Frantz Cizek and the Free Expression
Method." Journal of Barnes Foundation, Vol. 1,
3:36-41 (October, 19257"^
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raises problems for the mind to attack in an arrange-
ment of increasing complexity. Woodbury^ Perkins
are the finest exponents of this theory. Theirs is
a technique which successfully adds to the ability
for self-expression. Their course is so developed
that pupils are not permitted to accept ideas but are
obliged to think through each progressive step.
Why can there not be a happy medium between
these two different yet acceptable theories? Let
this be the design; a background of just enough gui-d-
ance for individual difficulties, as they arise
spontaneously, with brilliant accent here and there
of an occasional checking-up on the growth of obser-
vational powers through definite assignments. Then
imagine this design in colors; a predominating,
brilliant background with tiny, quiet accents for
the younger groups and a dull, retiring background
with conspicuous, distinct accents for the older
groups.
1. Woodbury, C. and Perkins, C.: The Art of Seeing
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Chapter IV
A Study of the Colored Drawings Prom a
Nursery School Group
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This study is based on a collection of poster-
color drawings or paintings, numbering one hundred
and seventy-seven, which were the artistic results
of sixteen children from two to five years of age.
These children had excellent backgrounds both cul-
turally and economically. They attended a Nursery
School, the sessions of which were held three times
a week from September until June. The enrollment
shifted from month to month so that at various times
it totaled anywhere from four to fifteen pupils,
although for two-thirds of the year there v/ere nine
or more children.
The daily program scheduled an hour for imagin-
ative and creative playing indoors. Fifteen minutes
of this time were given to group music. That left
forty-five minutes a day inside for self-selected
activities. These comprised dramatic game play
with dolls, cars, boats, dishes, etc., looking at
picture books, and using the materials for creative
art work. Besides the poster-colors and brushes,
other art choices were paper v;ith crayons, black-
board with chalk, colored paper with scissors and
paste,blocks (large and sm.all, colored and plain,
of every conceivable shape), clay, plasticine.
*. .
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parquetry, beads with string, soft v^ood with hammer,
nails, and saw, and commercial designing sets.
The children had free access to this variety of
materials during the entire forty-five minute period.
After the first introduction to their locations and
possible use to the unresponsive child, no pressure
v/as brought to bear on which thing should be under-
taken and for how long. Theoretically there was
absolutely no influence on the part of the teacher
or helpers as to individual selection. It is,
therefore, difficult to account for the extreme
popularity of the paint brush and easel unless the
teacher’s especial interest in this field was car-
ried over unconsciously.
One child attended the school thirty-five times
and painted tv/enty-three times. Records were not
kept in the other fields, but it is a fair guess
that the m.any other types of available creative
art materials and the limitless possible dramatic
and im.aginative occupations fell far down in her
scale of satisfying activity.
The situation made it impractical to keep a
record of the actual time consumed on each paint-
ing. Anywhere from ten to forty minutes may have
been given to each one. This includes the time
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Specifically, the child first had to go to the
cloak room for his apron or smock. Then he either
helped himself to one or more jars of paint as he
pleased or asked for them from an adult when com-
petition rendered self-help unsafe. Next he se-
lected fresh brushes from a box, one for each jar of
liquid paint. These had to be carried to the easel,
table, or floor as necessity or choice required.
At this point a helper assisted in adjusting a
twelve by sixteen sheet of unprinted newspaper at
the easel v/ith thumb tacks, or on protective news-
papers over the table or floor. V\fhen the picture was
completed, he was asked, in case information did not
come forth voluntarily, "Can you tell me what your
picture is about?” or a question of similar content.
The teacher or assistant always concluded the con-
versation with some pleasant remark concerning his
product. V/hatever the child said v/as v/ritten on the
paper along with his name, age in months, and date.
The paper then v/as added to the stack collecting on
top of the piano--for safety and convenience. Next
the child had to return the jars of paint to the
cupboard, taking out the brushes to v/ash them in a
lavaratory two rooms distant. After they had been
replaced, he folded and put back any newspapers
that may have been needed. Finally he washed and
oi::t od 03s od bed bli/o t'>nd ,\!;I_'i:j&.lTa’:ooq2‘ ,
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dried his ov/n hands and hung up his smock or apron.
Even this hcrdo of time-involving mechanical
details did not seem to discourage the children in
painting.
The number of colored drawings would very likely
have been much larger had there been a greater num-
ber of paint jars. They were often all in use since
there was only one jar each of red, green, blue,
orange, purple, yellow, and brown. There were three
extra small glasses which held temporarily which-
ever colors were in greatest demand.
Had there been more paint glasses, there would
still remain the difficulty of finding a place to
paint. The one easel was claimed first. The two
small tables and floor had to be shared with the
rest of the children busy at other occupations.
Frequently a child would say, ’’when may I have
a turn to paint?” If the answer came, ”as soon as
John has finished,” it would be so much later that
his desires might easily have turned to something
which could bring more immediate satisfaction.
The brevity of a forty-five minute period for
free play indoors was another drawback. No new
paintings were allowed to be started v/ithin the last
ten minutes. It often seemed that that was the time
most children would go out for aprons and begin















































of time that day*
When the children first arri\^ed, they usually
entered into active games and were kept busy greeting
certain friends who were habitually late in coming.
After twenty minutes or so the general atmosphere
was more subdued, quieter activities predominating.
Then perhaps the first picture would be painted and
thus stimulate a number of small would-be artists.
The inevitable result was that the children’s
spontaneous desires for painting frequently had to
be restrained by the lack of equipment, space, and
time.
First and foremost of the records used in this
thesis are seventy-seven colored drawings done by the
sixteen pupils during a scattered attendance from
September until June. As has already been explained
at the completion of each picture the child’s name,
age in months, date and any explanatory remarks con-
cerning the results were added in pencil. These
were collected as completed. ThS children relis- -
quished them without a murmur. JTot one of them ever
asked to take them home for exhibitory
.
purposes.
Later these pictures were catalogued for several
aims. Once for a study of the types, and notes
were taken on each group, respectively of scribble,
symbolic, and realistic colored drawings.
'.V
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The results of these observations comprise
Chapter II and are the basis for graphs V, VI, and
VII. Next they were sorted by names of the children
and arranged in chronological order. This was help-
ful in the personality studies of each child as a
record of progress in art from stage to stage and
v/ithin the same stage.
These case studies are also based on the school
records; the attendance sheets, the enrollment blanks
with age, parentage, physical notes, and date of en-
trance, the notes that were taken irregularly when-
ever some significant action took place relative to
a child’s progress or problems, the term reports
which rated the individual and social development,
and the diary records for each child kept for typical
half-hours in the daily program.
The records are unfortunately incomplete because
of restrictions made by those in charge of the school.
They lack the I. Q’s of these pupils who painted the
pictures and any definite information regarding their
home back-ground. This deficiency has been filled
to a certain degree for the former by the familiarity
of the teacher with different mental levels, and for
the latter by the teacher’s indirect questioning and
purposeful conversation with parents and nurses.
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In reading the colored drawings attention
is focused not only on the markings themselves
but also on the attitude and objective of the
child while he was painting them. The significant
points in the product reveal the personality in
back of them.
Some understanding of the child in general is
practically necessary in order to read his colored
drawing. One child does a scribble paper with short
fine lines filling the sheet in helter-skelter fash-
ion. This might seem to be an affected bit of dainti-
ness completed in a hurry. She apparently finds that
long wide lines take too much time to bother with
them. Knowing the child who did this colored drawing
and also having watched her do it, the teacher sees
the result with an entirely different meaning. It
shows her extreme timidity in self-expression by the
tiny unsure marks, her gentleness in her mild clasp
on the paint brush, her patience and perseverance in
completing this self-appointed task, and her excellent
concentration, in this field at least. She actually
stood before the easel working on this pictures for
forty-five minutes without being distracted by the
noises in the room. She turned her head to glance
casually around only once.
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Others exhibit their differing qualities
of frankness, impulsiveness, carefulness, happiness,
boldness, and so on through all their personal
characteristics. The paintings have in common a
sort of integrity of character because of their up-
right originality. For the most part they show a
freshness of unintentional design and are surprisingly
I
rhythmic and well-balanced. When the colored drawing
belonged to the symbolic or realistic stage, a helpful
trick was to turn it upside dov/n to avoid the con-
fusion of crude representation. Then repetition of
marks, continued lines, weight of colors, and the
pattern of figures revealed a more or less harmonious
whole
.
The paintings in the more advanced stages naturally
disclosed the paramount desires and interests of the
children. One boy drew fires or fire engines time
and time again in his symbols. One girl painted the
much beloved swing in the yard, on which she never
could claim a satisfying number of turns. The smudges
of poster-colors often followed the seasons of the
year or familiar stories in their topics. Around Christ-
mas time Santa Claus was portrayed and one picture even
featured the Christ Child. Such is the self-confidence
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Let us compare art methods used in schools
for older children with those for the Nursery School.
In the best art classes for older children they
no longer have absolute direction and formal drawing.
Their methods vary, however, from group guidance
through discussions on given subjects to a system of
complete non-interference.
Group discussions are Impractical for the Nursery
School since the group is naturally divined into many
different stages of art development. The nearest
approach to this particular device was asking all who
happened to be painting to tell some part of a certain
story which had just been read to them. In response to
the Story of Little Black Sambo, scribblers tagged dis-
connected marks and localized lines, and the symbolic
drawers made the following types of pictures; a "tree”
with a circle around it for melted tigers, a curved
line with dots representing various tigers that Black
Sambo met, a series of lines representing piles of
pancakes eaten, etc. This tested their memory, imag-
ination, observation, and self-confidence, but was
used for special check-ups only three times diiring the
year.
One other kind of suggestion was employed during
the latter quarter of the year. Certain children had
been habitually drawing with fine shaky, hesitant lines,
and for them the line^stories were presented individually
1. Advocated by V/oodbury and Perkins, The Art of Seeing .
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with the desired improvenient resulting*
For the most part children made colored
drawings vdthout any apparent interest from the
teacher until the picture was completed* Then the
child was asked what the pictures were about. Un-
less he readily answered, the one-sided talk closed
with some pleasant comment relative to his product.
It’ the child was in the advanced symbolic or real-
istic stages questions were asked leading to better
thinking like, "Does the wind blow smoke two ways
at the same time?" and "Eow does the light get
inside your house?"
The children often spontaneously collected
around a child’s colored drawing to hear its story
and offer criticism. The unimaginative child was
thus stimulated by his contemporaries.
Art for this Nursery School and art classes
for older children are based on these two fundajnen-
tal principles, (1) plenty of materials conducive
to creative expression and (2) opportunities for the
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Analysis of the Colored Drawings of a Nursery School GroupGraph No. I
A Graph Showing Comparative Ages in Months
In order to work out a comparative chart, it
was necessary to base it on the mean age^ between
the dates of entering and leaving the school. The
ages at mid-year of all the children would have
given false relations because some came only the
last three months, while still another came for the
two and the last four months, Reading down the
column on this chart the first four started school
in their second year, the next five in their third
year, the next six in their fourth year, and the
last child who came for two and one half months in
his fifth year. The average age in school was forty-
four months or three and two thirds years.
Since the youngest was thirty-two months and the
oldest fifty-nine months, the age span was twenty-
seven months or two years and one-fourth. Because
this divergence of age is so wide it can be expected
to show whether the relation of age t6 art work in
painting has any significance for the early years.
1. The age on that day which lies exactly half-way
in a serial list of attendance days.
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A Graph Showing the Proportion of Drawings
to Days' Attendance
The Nursery School held eighty-seven sessions
In the entire year and from this chart It can be
seen that the least absences were by Duer who came
seventy-four times. He, Betty, Timmy, and Ursula
were the only ones in continuous enrollment. Owing
to the severity of the winter there were many
enforced absences for eight children who commuted
between four and six mules for dally attendance.
The squares In red on the chart indicate the
days on which the creative art choice was drawing v/ith
poster-colors and brush. There may have been many
days when no work was selected in the realm of
creative art but practically never did a child have
two art choices on the same day. With reasonable
accuracy we may therefore conclude that painting
produced far more satisfaction than the ten other
general types of artistic mediums offered to them.
Although no data was gathered on these ten types,
no one type seemed to stand out In popularity more
than the others. Were these to be tabulated on
this chart, the proportions compared to colored
drawings would necessarily be very small. At the
same time it may be assumed that creative art was
a major interest in proportion to all the possible
and dramatic and imaginative occupations which were
open to them during the free play period.
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This chart shows that Marjorie and Joan painted on
one-half or more of the number of days they attended;
Ursula and Betty one-third or more; and Duer, Alston,
and rick one-fourth or more.
Although there are considerable individual
differences shown in the proportions of colored draw-
ings to days' attendance, just why has painting been
so popular with this group? Elsewhere in this paper
it has been suggested that the teacher's especial
Interest in this field may have unconsciously carried
over to the children. This is entirely possible in
spite of her purposeful effort to produce no pressure
whatsoever on the use of any specific materials.
Perhaps her smile registered more approval on a
completed painting than a clay model. It is an in-
direct Impression like this that often has a strong
Influence.
The writer believes, however, that there are
other means of accounting for this situation. These
means emibody the characteristic tendencies of the
small child. The materials themselves allow great
experimentation in mianipulation, which activity alone
is fascinating to him. The very fact that it i s so
simple for a child to produce a colored drawing is
another reason why he demands the paint brush to ful-
fil his need for self-expression. He does not have
to know technique to get a satisfying product.
Because large size paper encourages big motives,
the child receives a delightful sense of accomplishing
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something big that he can appreciate. The speedy
results and the bright colors give him a chance for
communication, even if at first it offers no more
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A Graph Showing Proportions of Various
Colors Used in the Colored Drawings
To prepare this graph the number of times each
color was used was totaled from the one hundred and
seventy-seven colored drawings. Most pictures had
two or more colors on them, hut a few were of only
one hue. The longest bar represents eighty-three
paintings for which red was chosen; and above that
is green selected fifty-seven times; blue, forty-
eight; orange, thirty-eight; purple, thirty; yellow,
twenty-six; and brown, fifteen.
Unrestricted color experience gives the child
iii'i opportunity to develop his own tastes. When
orange and red shriek at each o ther on his paper,
it is a temptation for the adult to express disgust
and to suggest what is to him a more pleasing com-
bination. It would be simpler to teach the child
by precept, but, unless the child remains too long
on this level of primitive color choice, the writer
feels that it is wiser to let him get it out of his
system. It is a more valuable experience when gain-
ed personally and is an excellent foundation for
genuine taste.
Nearly all the children in this particular Nursery
School tried the orange and red combination, two re-
peated it a second time and there was only one who
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no need of teacher instruction; experience was the
master.
The warm hues, red, orange, and yellow have
commonly been considered childhood favorites. On the
contrary, the results of this group indicate yellow
and orange of less interest than blue and green. Red
led all the colors by a wide margin. Green, its
complementary comes in second.
Eye specialists inform us that red and green are
the first colors to be distinguished in babyhood and
continue to receive through life the strongest
Impressions in the optic system. Whenever color vision
becomes impaired red and green are the first color
senses to leave. It would seem natural, therefore,
for red and green to be best liked by children, since
it is with these colors that they have had longest
acquaintance
.
Blue is frequently a mother *3 color choice for
her child and thus becomes prominent and familiar
in the child's environment. Brown and purple are
dull, unexciting colors and rightfully belong
further along in the scale. Because yellow and orange
are stimulating colors, it would seem surprising that
they did not more closely rival red and green, except
that we knov; the physical reaction the latter two
have in the eye.
Color brings an enrichment into the life of
the small child at a time when long-distanced purposes
in art creation are out -of -place
,
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The writer has no sympathy with Sargent when he says,
’’Young children use color for an experience of effect,
but are too young for intelligently handling it. The
admirable results are chance effects. The child is
likely to think that careless adventures that turn out
well are more worthwhile then purposeful effort.”
Even during the elementary years the only excuse fcr
this attitude would be cases where recognized prob-
lems could be worked out through voluntary dismissal
of color until mastery of the necessary technique was
completed. Anyone who has watched the joyful, rapt
expression on a three-year-old at an easel would never
rob him of the aesthetic thrill of color experimentation
because he is too young for intelligently handling It,
1. Sargent j Fine and Industrial Arts in
Elementary Schools. P. 60
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A Graph Showing the Number of Times
the Various Colors Were Used by Each Child
Graph No. IV, Parts 1 and 2 show that red
was selected by most of the children the greatest
number of times. The green bars are next highest
with the exception of two blue ones.
Marjorie and Duer had respectively thirteen
and ten choices of blue. They both had blue eyes
and were nearly always dressed in a conspicuous
brl^t blue. This unusually constant association
with one color doubtlessly gave them security and
satisfaction in handling it. All of Duers first
colored drawings were blue but toward the end of
the year he preferred red.
Connie, whose first choice is green actually
selected it only three times in her eighteen days
attendance, so that is scarcely a large enou^
number to indicate her real preference.
This graph demonstrates that althou^ red, green
and blue predominate as childhood favorites,
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A Graph Showing the Chronological Order
of Drawing Types
Before compiling the data for Graphs V, VI,
and VII, the one hundred and seventy-seven colored
drawings executed by the sixteen Nursery School
children were individually labeled as belonging
to the scribble, symbolic, or realistic stages of
art development.
Briefly, those marked ’’scribble!' signified the
results of the pleasant activity of wielding the
paint brush and nothing more. The symbolic tag
belonged to all paintings on which previously written
comments showed there had been some purpose or
meaning connected with them. The realistic label
was attached to those in which definite representation
could be readily seen without the aid of the side-line
remarks
,
It happened that a number of colored drawings
remained which did not precisely fit into any of
these catagories. The pictures themselves as well
as the comments on them evidenced an interest in
color experimentation by covering the entire surface
of the paper with one or more colors. They could
not be called scribbles under the above definition
because colors were chosen purposely with an
anticipation of the resulting color effect. Neither
could they be symbols or real representation because
there was no interest in naming them.
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All conversation in reference to them was in terms
of liking or (31is liking the colors. They have been
called, therefore, mass color experiments.
In graph V each square designates one picture and
is colored to show its classification. These squares
are arranged serially in the chronological order
of their construction. Most of these lines composed
of squares begin in the scribble stage and advance
to the symbolic while a few even reach the realistic
stage. All but three, who did more than three
colored drawings, show irregularities in development.
They either revert occasionally to a previous stage
or experiment with an advanced stage before they are
ready to accept it for all their work. This is a
more natural mode of grov/th than to incorporate
permanently a new style of painting after a first
trial.
The mass color experiments seemed to run
p arallel with the symbolic stage. The writer believes
that Ursula’s and Betty’s tendencies are normally
expressed in their mass color experiments. Ursula
was outstandingly the boldest child in the group*
Betty came in for a close second. This very style
of a colored drawing has a dare-devil quality in
its rapidity of performance and careless method of
slapping the paint on to the paper. Katherine who
did the next greatest number of mass color experiments
was the exact opposite of these other two. She grew
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during the year, nevertheless, from a timid observer
to a quiet, happy, yet non-conspicuous participator
in group activities. Yet at the easel she has
jumped abruptly from dainty wee markings to the
bold frank mass color experiments. It was as if in
this special field of self-expression all restraint
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A Graph Showing a Summary of Types in
Comparison v/ith Ages
The gathering of materials for this chart was
the sam.e as for Graph V plus a re-arrangement of
the groups of colored drawings hy the mean ages in
months and a few problems in percentage to deter-
mine what proportions in each group belonged to the
separate stages.
This graph demonstrates the fact that physical
age has little relation to the stage in artistic
creation in which the pre-school child may be. Thi
is mainly because opportunities to use art as a
means of expression .vary widely in the environment
of small children.
It happened that the first four bars on the
chart featuring such a large quantity of symbolic
creations were the results of very imaginative
children. Thus they had the predomiinant quality
of symbolism. Barbara, at fifty-two months defini-
tely lacked imagination and could see little fun
in dramatic play. That last bar representing the
realistic stage at fifty-nine months likewise is
not necessarily indicative of children approaching
the fifth year. Again it depends on nrevious ex-
perience with the brush and native tendencies. It
is probably another six months or more before the
normal child must arrive naturally or be thrust
decidedly into the realistic stage.
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A Graph Summarizing Types
in Comparison to Sexes
In this summary, we find the greatest number
of colored drawings to be executed by girls in the
scribble anu symbolic stages ana by boys in the
realistic stage. As for the mass color experiments
the boy's interest in that is negligible accoraing
to this Nursery Schools results in artistic crea-
tion. Between the ages, two to five, the sum of
the scribble ana realistic types nearly equals the
symbolic
.
The total of all the pictures shown propor-
tionately reveal the fast that boys have less nat-
ural interest in ai-tistic creation than girls rlur-
Ing the early years of concentrated activity.
Above all this graph emphasizes again that
from two to five years, coloreu orawing as a
means of self-expression has a normal unforcea
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General Conclusions from the Graphs
Assuming that this Nursery Group is typical
of pre-school children who have fine minds and
come from good homes, we may conclude that in
general
:
(1) Young children have a keen Interest
in expressing themselves through art.
(2) As exemplified by colored drawings
children follow a more or less consistent order of
stages in art expression.
(3) The age relationship to the type of art
expression during the pre-school years is variable
and dependent upon individual differences.
(4) Young children find satisfaction in
handling colors. Red is their favorite color.
Green and blue are second and third preferences,
(5) Although girls appear to make more
symbolic or Imaginative drawings than boys, sex
differences during the early years are of little
account
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The purpose of these studies is to show the
relation of art expression to other personality
traits. The reader will observe that colored
drawings with poster.-colors and brush serve as a
medium for a most desirable type of self-expres-
sion. True self-expression is the essense of
growing, developing personalities.
The characteristics of each individual child
are discernible in his art work. Knowing the child
we can approximate his graphic language; and in-
versely, seeing his pictorial results we can learn
something of the child. The two are closely inter-
woven.
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Case Study Wo, 1
1 2
Joan: Mean Age, 37 months; Superior Intelligence,
Home Background : ^oung parents, seven-year old
brother, one "maid-nurse". Father, Ph.D.
,
minis-
ter, Mother well-educated, interested in work vd.th
delinquent girls. Gives sympathetic service to
cases of the local county and state courts. Both
give effusive affection to their children in few
hours spared for them. Brother a handsome, unspoil-
ed child who adores Joan and takes a great deal of
interest in her.
Emotions : ^'^o fears except of dogs, leai’ned from a
recent encounter with one. Joyous, happy, nature.
Affectionate, mildly dem^onstrati ve. Anger at
opposition, but quiet reasoning usually brings de-
sired results. Resentment shov/n by sulking, iet
never lasts more than a few minutes, and is entire-
ly forgotten.
Soc ial Relat ions : Very social vath other children
in play and conversation, which is exceedingly
mature. Seeks attention for herself rather than
for the stunt or play which should be the main
interest, a definite exhibitionist tendency.
1. Mean a<jeJ the age on that day which falls half
way in a serial list of days’ attendance,
2. Mental ratings are based on the teacher’s
opinion, not on tests.
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Prefers being with other children than alone.
Very sensitive to praise or hlame. Eelpful and
sympathetic. Insists on others waiting for turns
and nearly always remembers it herself.
Concentration ; Excellent with independent per-
severance both in intellectual and physical activ-
ities. Frequently sets her mark of capability too
high; disdains assistance until ready to seek .help
voluntarily.
Music ; Responds quickly as to all aesthetic or
imaginative things. Watches new songs or games
until confident of not making mistakes. Memory
good in music as other fields. Frequently talks
in melodies while at play. Fine interpretation
of rhythms.
Art ; Began in scribble stage, advanced, changed
to symbolic with one attempt at a real object
from memory, an excellent likeness of a pipe.
Has great variety of line strokes and mass color-
ings in small sections. Paper filled and baJ.anced,
Originality and fine imagination shown in
great variation of names for her symbols; dog, teddy
bear, road, gate, goat’s tall, yard, smoke, snake,
sky, pipe, grass, truck, etc.
Painted twenty-three times out of thirty-three
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days’ attendance. Selected red thirteen times,
other colors five or less.
Starts colored drawings with enthusiasm, and
forgets herself in the ardor of her v/crk. Particu-
larly good habit for an otherwise self-centered
child with exhibitionist tendencies. Interest in
naming the pictures and explaining them, a legiti-
mate means of attracting attention of associates
and teacher
,
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Case Study No, 2
Duer: Mean Age, 36 months, Superior Intelligence,
Home background : Cultured, well-to-do. Father a
business man. Mother has many social interests.
Two sisters, fixre and six years older. Servants.
A Nurse. Four adoring grandparents, frequent guests,
laolized by family and friends and remarkably un-
spoiled.
Emotions i Began with extreme dependence on family,
with frequent tears in their absence. Changed com-
pletely. Self-reliant, good emotional stability. No
fears. Anger is only controlled indignation. Very
affectionate and demonstrative. Joyous with laughter
ready to bubble over at slight provocation. Feels
free for self-expression. Never Jealous.
Social Relations : From insecurity and timidity with
other children has become self-assured and ready to meet
any situation with them. Improved balance between con-
sciousness of self and group. However, in eagerness to
be social thrusts himself on others, too violently at
times. Attempts to tease, much to his own merriment.
Calmly sensitive to praise and blame. Not particularly
sympathetic to anyone in trouble. Mild nurturing ten-
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Concentration ; Excellent span of attention in
handwork, stories, or physical activities. Curious
and investigative. Prolonged interest in tiny ob-
jects held in his hands, sometimes treasuring them
an entire morning.
Music : Unusual ability in rhythmic response shown
with the drum. Almost always matches tones accurately.
Enjoys songs, games, and rhythmic interpretations.
Art ; Made twenty-four colored drawings in seventy-
four days attendance. In the first part of year did
seven all in blue. Later used it in combinations.
Blue is his favorite color doubtlessly owing to the
fact he wears blue clothing of the same shade as his
bright eyes. Became familiar with other hues, choosing
re'd and green next to blue.
Pattern of lines usually in curves, repeated with
rythmic results. Changed from scribble into symbolic
quite abruptly. Enjoys the fun of naming his paintings.
Shows an imagination teeming with humor of the very
young, squirrels with new tails that wind around the
7/hole picture, and blimps that bump into trees.
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Case Study No. 3
Alden: Mean Age 41 months; Normal Intelligence.
Home background ? Father, an official in i. M. C. A.
and in summer, director of Boys’ Camp. Mother,
assistant in summer work. Grandmother lives v/ith
them. Young aunt helps with housework and children.
No servants. Two brothers, one his identical twin,
other two years old. Children have the run of the
house and are catered to by entire family. Dis-
ciplined intelligently although sometimes sacri-
ficed for the sake of Grandmother's nerves.
Emotions ; Friendly, affectionate, mildly demon-
strative. Adult fixation. Uneasy and insecure
vilth other children unless adult nearby, ^l/atches
adults for reactions to all his movements. Never
boisterous or hysterical. Quiet, winsome manner-
isms with adults. heady smile.
Social Helations I Enjoys company of children if
teacher is in the room. Easily made self-conscious
in the group. Experimenting with approaches to
other children. i/Vhen not favorably received, plays
alone contentedly or vdth Dick, his twin. They are
never far apart. Never sulks. Shares toys fairly
most of the time. Most cooperative in work, setting
tables, caring for toys, etc. Follov/s suggestions
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Concentration ; At first expected constant indiv-
idual concern of the teacher. Too busy v/atching
her to concentrate at a distance. Otherwise an
average span of attention. Once showed marked
perseverance in working persistently for five min-
utes to fit a card in a frame. Needsmore self-re-
liance for a general improvement of concentration.
Music ; Responded quickly to rhythms. Enjoys musi--
cal games. Seldom joins in singing, lacks confi-
dence and fears mistakes. During gym play on rainy
days stands by radio listening intently to soft
music.
^rt ; Made tv/elve colored dravdngs in forty-two days’
attendance. V/orked entirely with red except on two
paintings having the addition of purple. Although
in the symbolic stage, he showed little variation
in im.aginative ideas. Imitated the names of other
children's drawings. Both he and his twin showed
great interest in making letters from home training.
Covered many blackboards virith wiggly lines for writ-
ing and capital letters. This habit of imitating
adult style hampers freedom and imagination at the
easel. Concentration while painting often reached
a period of ten uninterrupted minutes. Along with
this comes the rruch desired independence from
adults. At first he would not pick up the brush
unless the teacher was standing beside him.
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Case Study No. 4
Timmy: Mean ^ge
,
43 months. Normal Intelligence.
Home background : Father, a bank executive. Mother
gives first considerations to the five children,
all under nine yo^u-^. Timmy next to youngest. i,^hen
starting school a subdued docile child. Had been
accepting the dominations of tv/o older sisters and
a brother. Servants, One nursemaid. Large home
with plenty of play space inside and out.
Emotions : At first fear of the nev/ place, pupils,
and teacher. Stood off alone, holding something
he had brought from home in his hands. Grew to be
very self-reliant. Very indignant if rights were
trampled on and could stand up for himself at all
times. Friendly and very demonstrative (hugging)
with children whom he likes particularly. Laughs
quietly, seldom boisterous.
Social relations ; Likes attention normally. Sel-
dom seeks it from adults. Calmly conscious of
praise or blame. Fond of other children and is
liked by them. Obedient, helpful, sympathetic.
No nurturing tendency towards dolls, animals,
or younger children. Cooperates v/ell. Shares toys
and waits for turns.
.c(i- pfe/iD;
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Concentration ; Longer span of attention on large
block play than with handvifork requiring small
muscles. Undivided attention for stories and
music
.
Music * Enjoys rtythmic interpretation and has
accurate response. Can match tunes. No longer
afraid to sing lustily. Enjoys being the actor
in musical games.
Art ; His c:'‘eative art interests are less in the
field of colored drawings than in modeling and
block building. In the latter field he miakes
intricate artistic structures, far superior to
any other child in the group. He made nine col-
ored drawings in his fifty-four days' attendance.
They were either of the symibolic or realistic
type. He had an accurate memory and good imagina-
tion. His color choices have little significance
for it is probable that he is color-blind at least
in red and green. In the amateur color tests
given by the teacher he succeeded in matching
gray, black, and white when given alone. Any
success with matching other color com.binations
appeared to be accidental. This physical defect
is without doubt an answer to his lack of interest
in colored drav/ings compared with the other ar-
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Case Study No. 5
Katherine: Mean Age, 43 Months, Noimal Intelligence.
Home background : Father, Rector in a private school,
where they reside. Young charming mother. Two
sisters, one five, other two years. Two older child-
ren are quiet, reserved, and docile. The two-year
old is already spokesman for and director of her sis-
ters. Katherine, in the middle and being unobtrusive
seems to receive less attention.
Emotions : Many fears, animals, high places, other
children at first. Shy. Cries silently if in trouble,
does not run to adult. Independent of sympathy for
herself. Changed from solemn passive watcher of
group activities to an active participator, if not
made conspicuous. Since younger sister entered school
usually happy and syrapathetic
,
but occasionally showed
tendencies of jealousy. Has learned to laugh aloud.
Social Relations : Definitely individualistic. Never
wildly excited over group games. Reserved with other
children, 3^et can be helpful and sympathetic towards
them. Holds back indifferently on the outside, but
is keenly sensitive underneath. During last tv/o
months of the year has participated in active games,
entliusiatically for her. Always obedient to adults.
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Concentration ; Long duration of interest with stories
or looking at books alone. Excellent span of attenr-
iaDT! on painting. Last picture took forty-five minutes
and her eyes left the paper only one moment when she
was called by another child, but didn't leave. (The
music period was postponed to avoid interrupting her
concentration.
)
Music ; At first refused to answer roll call or join
in singing. Now sings with a sweet tone and in tune.
Accurate interpretation of rhythms. Toward the last
even asked to be the actor in a musical game.
Art ; In all she made eleven colored drawings in sixty
days. Her attendance was divided equally by an ab-
sence of several weeks. Seven of the paintings were
done during the first period of enrollment. These
were of the scribble type and showed outstanding ar-
tistic ability. Great variety of line strokes, sel-
dom filling the paper, but so placed that there was
a remarkable result of balance and proportion. Although
timid in brush strokes, art was the only realm in
which she had any spontaneous self-expression. Un-
usual interest and attention while at work.
The last three drawings belong to the mass color
experiment group and were produced during the last
period of enrollment. These were carefully executed
compared with the usual hurried method of mass paint-
ing. Keen interest in colors; favorite red, and next
purple, proceeding blue, green, orange, and brown.
Combinations of colors are interesting in their ihythmic
and balanced patterns. Reduced number of drawings during
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the last part are accountable for by an awakened
interest in dramatic play. Her future processes
through the symbolic and realistic stages should
prove most valuable in encouraging imagination and
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Case Study No. 6
Marjorie: I'^^ean Age, 53 Months, High Normal In-
telligence.
Home background : Father, an artist -photographer
.
Both parents older than average for young children.
Mother, prc-greBsl ve, deeply concerned vvith psy-
chological welfare of her childrei . Adopted
brother, one-year old, whom Marjorie adores. Stu-
dent-helper assists with the housework. Parents
take Marjorie on picnics, drives, and walks into
the co^untry for instruction and pleasure. Made
to feel that their paramount and only interests
center in her and her brother. Neither parents
have social interests (outside of intimate friends)
in clubs, churches, etc. Anxiety for Marjorie’s
nervousness seems to accentuate her restlessness.
Emotions : No sharp fear of dogs, or high places
but reasonably cautious in regard to both until
familiar with them. Loves younger children. Anger
tov/ards injustices of other children usually con-
trolled. Never angry at correction, but serious,
attentive, and thoughtful. Emotionally self-
reliant. Naturally keyed up in any situation yet
does not laugh excitedly or cry. Even-tempered and
unruffled. Never sulks, or holds resentment. No
jealousy. Takes responsibility for everyone and
becomes consciously alarmed over troubles or
difficulties v/hich concern others, but attempts
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to settle them in a matter-of-fact, calm, voice.
Social relations ; Respects rights as to turns and
possessions. Prefers playing v/ith older hoys in
group, except when showing a maternal affection
towards younger children. Helps in practical tasks
efficiently. Very conscious of her superiority
as one of the older pupils. Usually leads hut is
very cooperative when any one else can success-
fully lead.
Concentration ; Ready sympathy and helpfulness
interrupt, her powers of concentration. If an
accident or wail of distress reaches her she is
first on the scene. ^iThen the group affairs remain
serene she has a long span of attention for art
work, music, and hooks.
Music ; Only child in the school v/ho has an ability
to accurately match musical tones. Superior
rhythmic interpretation. Imaginative in musical
games , offering new suggestions for playing.
Art; Made twenty-three colored drawings during a
school enrollment of thirty-five days. Before
attending had never had paint to play with. Began
in the early symholic stage v/here pictures were
tagged and retagged. Advanced rapidly to the
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or little explanation to tell their stories.
V/hile working at the easel restlessly
shifted weight from one foot to the other. If
not interrupted usually worked attentively for
fifteen minutes or longer. Papers were well-
filled and in proportion. Ideas or stories told
on same paper were numerous and at first very dis-
connected. For example one picture included a
girl picking flowers, a crab in water, a road up
a mountain, and a head of a goat. Had this pic-
ture been done towfards the last, her imagination
would have conceived a connected story from the
same group of pictures. Her realistic pictures
have imaginative themes and show sustained span of
attention on one topic.
Blue was her favorite color. It was the
color of most of her dresses and her nursery at
home. In receding popularity, she selected blue,
green, red, orange, and purple, omitting yellow
and bro’kvn entirely. In combinations she used
equally colors of opposite hues or coupled red
with purple and green v/ith blue.
Through her art there is evidenced improved
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Case Study No. 7
Betty: Mean Age, 51 Months, High Normal Intelligence.
Home Background : Father, business executive. Mother
cares for children with help of one nurse. Brother,
nine; sister, seven; Betty, four; and brother, one.
Adores the older children and tries to iinmitate all
they do, going a step further in mischief. Family
says that when Betty is away, life runs smoothly at
home.
Emotions : No fears evidenced. Reasonably cautious on
high places, not afraid to try new stunts. Never shows
uncontrolled anger. Aimiable towards corrections often
having a ”poker-face . ” Affectionate, Demonstrative
towards younger children. Laughs long and gleefully
over pleasing situations. Expresses herself freely and
imaginatively in group activities. Occasionally gets
over-excited, hilarious. General attitude, unruffled,
self-reliant. No sulking, resentment, or jealousy.
Social Relations : Excellent balance between conscious-
ness of herself and the group. Usually respects others
rights, and always requests the same of them. Likes
other children with two favorites, Ursula and Alston.
Others like her. Has plenty of initiative, prefers
leading but will follow her two favorites with good
cooperation. Helpful and sympathetic with anyone in
distress Normally sensitive to praise or blame
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Concentration : Excellent when alone but easily
distracted in a social situation. Forgets to keep
busy at practical tasks if there is someone near by
with whom to talk and play.
Music : Hears and interprets songs moderately well,
about on the average for her age, and has excellent
response to rhythms. Outstanding imagination and
initiative in musical games.
>
Art : Made sixteen colored drawings in fifty dayst
attendance. Typical of the average child, her favorite
colors were red and green, each selected nine times.
Her next choices were orange and blue. Contrary to
the opinion that complementary colors are chosen by
shy pupils, she used them abundantly. Began in the
scribble stage doing the greater amount of work in the
symbolic stage. Her keen imagination held a loose rein
from picturing a multitude of worms going into a same
number of holes to drawing delectable candy hills, many
varieties of lines, circles, dots, and localized mass
colors were rhythmic space fillers around every symbolic
picture. After a time she discovered great satifaction
in forming mass color experiments, which might be ex-
pecte'd with her bold temperament.
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Case Study No. 8
Ursula: (Mean Age 57 Months, High Normal Intelligence)
Home background : Father, a proiessional man who
assists the Mother with the practical care of the
children and has a remarkable understanding of their
mental and spiritual development. Sister, nine years
old v/hom Ursula idolizes and imitates in her play, and
by whom she is loved vifith a slightly patronizing air.
One maid. Comfortable home.





ments never bring tears, sulking or revenge. Only
anger has been a v/ell-bridled indignation. No fears
or complexes to hamper self-expression. Affection for
boys more than girls, with the exception of Betty.
Not demonstrative. Often boisterous and wild in out-
door play. Good sense of humor. Laughs heartily and
frequently. Darineg^will try anything once.
Social Relations : Independent, Stands up for her
own rights. No undue desire for attention. Can he
a follower with good cooperation if she has confidence
in the ability of the leader. Being older, superior
ideas make her a leader most of the time. Is not
particularly sensitive to praise or blame, Knov/s how
to share with and respect others but often oversteps
for immediate personal satisfaction.
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Nothing mean or vicious in her attitude, simply-
absorbing interests in play are apt to crov/d
out temporarily politeness, syrapathy or helpfulness,
especially towards younger children who obstruct
her wants. Little nurturing sense j^et shown.
Concentration : Excellent, either alone with raaterials
as continuous painting amid confusion, or in a group
activity, as music, ball play, etc,
Mus i
c
: Hears clearly and interprets rhytlinis accurately.
Matches tones well.
Art ; Made twenty-seven colored drawings in fifty-nine
days attendance. Like the average child, selected
red most often but shows an individual difference in
her second color preference, yellow. Yellov/ was the
least liked by the group as a whole with the exception
of brown. Nearly all the paintings were mass color
experiments. The fev/ symbolic and one realistic were
brought about by pressure from associates. She wished
to appease their concern but her main interest remained
in mixing colors in daring compositions and boldly
making them shout from the paper. One child said to
her, "That up there has to be the sky, doesn’t it,"
"Yes," she replied," and the rest is blah, blah," Al-
though she has a fine imagination in dramatic play,
she is not yet ready to use it in graphic language.
J
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Case Study No. 9
Donald: Mean Age, 54 Months, Normal Intelligence.
Home background : Father, teacher in private school,
where they reside, ^''^other cares for child herself
with great interest in his intellectual achievements,
the three R’s, Fmotionally capitalizes his every
deed and encourages his baby talk. The only, child,
very lovable with adults but uncertain v;ith contem-
poraries.
Emotions : Not steady in temperament. Gets over-
excited, Sulks a bit but after a short time holds
no resentment. Affectionate and demonstrative to-
wards older people. No fear of animals. Reckless
on high places and vehicle toys. Easily embarrassed.
Lacks self-confidence.
Social relations : Persistent attempts for indivi-
dual attention, but is not disagreeable v/hen denied
to him. Very sensitive; self-conscious when_ praised,
extremely distressed when blamed. Nearly always
obedient and helpful. Destructive with toys and
group playing, more ^rom a lack of understanding
and excitable disposition, than from a wilful absence
of coo''peration. Penitent when cause of an accident.
Likes children but doesn’t always .make a wise approach
for favorable reactions. Toward the last has shown a
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Music : Enjoys rhythmic games, too shy to play con-
spicuous parts. Beeras to enjoy listening to music,
yet not confident of his ability to match tones*
Art : Made only three colored drav/ings in forty-two
days* attendance and those were in the last four
weeks of school. They belong to the symbolic stage
and express something which is intelligible to him,
as lines projecting from localized masses mean feet
of animals. A big advance in independence, since
he has dared to express himself in art, has been
paralleled in other activities. Throughout the year
his nearest interest in art has been to cover the
blackboards with letters and figures, and recite poems
taught him at home, Now that he has discovered copy-
ing and imitating aren't the beet means of expression,
his whole development seems to have Jumped a step for-
ward
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Case Study Mo. 10
Alston: (Mean Age 50 Months, Very Superior Intelligence)
Home background ; Father, an artist and director of
art groups. Mother has a calm forceful personality.
Both can see their only child objectively and do not
get unduly ' excited over his virtues or misdemennors.
Reasonable but stern system of discipline. Affectionate
towards him without being overbearing. Give sympathetic
interest to his joys and sorrows, encouraging independ-
ence. Large, comfortable home with specious grounds.
Part time maid service.
Emotions : No apparent fears. Sensibly cautious.
Only a little anger at having his directions in free
play thwarted by other children, soon controlled and
forgotten. Affectionate, mildly demonstrative. Pro-
tective friendliness for child in trouble. Merrily
laughs at table and play. Spontaneous and free in self-
expression at all times during undirected periods.
Occasionally gets too excited and shows off (latter
very rare) For the most part emotionally steady. Never
crys
;
bites his lips and turns away to hide tears, if
badly hurt. Has not shown resentment or jealousy.
Dependable and self-reliant.
Social relations ; Good balance between consciousness
of self and group. Mot over-desirous of attention.
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V/aits turns and respects others rights as to
possessions. Very much of a leader. Equally
good follower when others really have a good idea.
Otjedient over anything he can do well, carrying
out all adult commands naturally. Does dislike
putting on leggings, prefers watching others.
Willing to cooperate when reminded. Polite and re-
members simple courtesies in speech. Q,uietly but
not emotionally sensitive to praise or blame. Very
strong nurture tendency. Takes care of the child
"left-out" or ridiculed and helps him to stand up for
himself. Knows right and wrong and does not try to
deceive himself or others.
Concentration ; Normal with even longer span of at-
tention on painting and table activities. Persistent
"whys" with intense interest in answers. Does ex-
cellent concrete thinking and can also associate new
ideas with past experiences.
Music ; Remembers songs, games, and rhytlims with ease.
Quick imaginative response to musical interpretations.
Average ability in matching tones. Frequently talks
in measured melodies.
Art : Used all the various artistic mediums available.
Did fifteen colored drawings in fifty-three days’ at-
tendance. Favorite colors were red, yellow, and green.
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The second of which was little used by the group as
a whole. Began with symbolic and ended with realistic,
and did one mass color experiment. He has a suffi-
ciently daring and curious nature to do more of the
latter type, but finds it lacking in scope for his
vivid imagination. Critical attitude toward his
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Gteneral Conclusions from the Case Studies
1. Self-expression through art is a happy activity
for every child.
2. Drawing with poster colors gives an opportunity
for projecting emotions, feelings, and ideas.
3. Vivid imaginations have release at the easel.
The degree and type of imagination is discern-
ible in the results.
4. Painting encourages originality and even stimu-
lates the unresponsive child.
5. Tendencies to show off are lost in the enthusiasm
for telling a story with the paint brush.
6. Ability for concentration is shown in the span
and quality of attention on art work. Notable
improvement evidenced in several cases.
7. The fidgity, nervous child relaxes in the fas-
cinating manipulative process of painting.
8. Designing of unrelated symbols evolve into con-
nected stories as the child's restless ideas
change into calm thinking. Thoughts are clari-
fied by the practice of expressing them objective-
ly*
. Accuracy of judgment, ability to reason, and power
of observation develop in art expression and can
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This thesis on "Creative Art in the Nursery
School" has been written after a study of the
creative art interests of one experimental Nursery
group, with major emphasis on their work with poster-
colors and brush. Before undertaking: this bit of
research the writer had no preconceived notions as
to why creative art is valuable for the very small
child.
Leading up to the findings of this study are
three chapters. The first one introduces the subject
and explains the significance of the term "art" as
used in this thesis. The meaning lies in its use as
a language purposely communicated. Art reveals emotions,
desires, and in fact all the recesses of human nature,
so that life may be more comprehensible. Because the
small child’s mental processes are mainly concerned with
motor activities and with control of his physical, emotional,
and social life, we may expect his reactions in these
realms will find natural expression in his experiments
with art as well as with speech.
The second chapter is concerned with the normal art
expression of the child. It presents the four stages in
art development, the first three of v/hich children reach
in a markedly constant arrangement. They are called
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(imagination and originality with crude delineation)
and (3) realistic ( stress on careful observation
and discrimination). The fourth stage, however, is
left to the master artist and can only be appreciated
by the layman.
Chapter three critically reviews the literature
relative to art in progressive schools for slightly older
children. In spite of the many opposing theories they
all would have art a matter of every-day experience in
completing the total process of living, both as a lan-
guage to speak and a language to hear.
Chapter four sets forth the circumstances and
findings of the writers own study. They can be summar-
ized as follows:
I: The foundation of this study is a collection of
one hundred seventy-seven poster-colored drawings or
paintings made by sixteen children from two to five years
old, who composed a Nursery School group. All these
paintings were done during a forty-five minute period of
free play with possible selections of dramatic toys, books,
and materials for creative art work of many varieties.
II: The time involved in each colored drawing varied
from ten to forty minutes, including the time needed for
preparing supplies and taking them away*
III: The number of colored drawings were reduced by
lack of equipment, space and time, so that the results
which. show the child’s natural interest in painting, do
not fell all the story.
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IV: Records used in this study were the children’s
colored drawings catalogued for the different purposes
essential in making the graphs and the school records
which aided in the case studies of chapter six*
V; The reading of these colored drawings applies
not only to the pictures themselves hut also to the
attitude and objective of the child while he was paint-
ing them.
VI: Comparing the Nursery School art with that
for older children we find it leans towards the in-
formal noninterference types and like them offers (1)
plenty of materials conducive to creative expression,
and (8) opportunities for the use of these materials.
VII; From the graphs and comments of chapter
five we have the following conclusions:
Graph No. I: Because the age span of the chil-
dren extends from thirty-two to fifty-nine months,
this study can show for a limited number of cases
whether the relation of age to art work in painting
has any significance among young children.
Graph No. II: This suggests considerable in-
dividual differences as to the number of colored
drawings in proportion to days* attendance. At the
same time it shows an astonishing popularity with the
groap cf the paint brush in relation to the limitless
occupational choice for the free—play period.
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Graph No. Ill: Red out-distances all the
other colors by a wide margin in the number of times
it was selected. Green proved to be the next favorite
but does not far surpass blue and orange. Color brings
an enrichment for which there is no substitution into
the small child’s life.
Graph No. IV: Although red, green, and blue
rank first, second, and third as childhood favorites,
individual differences play a large part in selection.
Of the four children who did not have red as their first
choice, two of them had not had a large enough number of
selections to indicate real preference, and the other
two were obviously influenced by their particular en-
vironments •
Graph No. V: The natural mode of growth from stage
to stage is irregular, not incorporating permanently a
new style of painting after a first trial. Children
either revert occasionally to a previous type or ex-
periment with an advanced type beiore they are ready
to accept it for all their work.
Graph No. VI: Physical age has little relation to
the stage in artistic creation in which the pre-school
child may be. It depends on the environment of the
child; whether or not he has had little or much opportu-
nity to use artistic mecliums as a means of self-ex-
pression. Native tendencies enter in somewhat as im-
agination which is the predominant quality of s^mibolism.
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Graph No. VII; Between the ages of two to
five years the sum of the scribble and realistic
types nearly equals the symbolic. Girls have a
greater nuiaber of drawings in the scribble and
symbolic stages than boys, whereas boys have more
in the realistic stage. Colored drawings as a
means of self-expression ought to have a normal place
in the lives of both boys and girls.
Chapter five is devoted to ten case studies.
These show the interwoven relation of art expression to
other personality traits. The outstanding characteristics
are the amount of freedom for self-expression, the
quality of Imagination, the power of concentration and
the carefulness of observation.
Finally; if this thesis has thrown any light upon
the value of art expression in the Nursery School or
for any pre-school child, its purpose has been attained.
Let the reader test himself. The next time he sees a
crude colored drawing by a young child, does he find he
can experience some real interest in it? For it is only
through the understanding adult that the child can secure
the necessary opportunities for fullest growth.
This thesis has touched upon Just one angle of the
general realm of Creative Expression in Young Children.
It would be illuminating to the educator of the very young
if further studies could be made on the two compound
topics of Music andFOiythms and Literature and Dramatization.
(
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Since these two groups of creative expression are
firmly rooted during the early years, it would be
worthwhile to have a better understanding of them
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